Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
PLAY and Earn Pay Agreement
Welcome prospective team player and thank you for taking the opportunity to consider
capitalizing on getting your game on. As a Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) team player, you
will play a part of the ultimate expression of human performance – the Power of Play.
The Power of Play was designed as a source for fun that leads to a force of one for
empowering anyone, or any organization, to learn how to really live a Passionate Life of
Adventure and Youthfulness™ (PLAY), playing the biggest game in town, hands-down. That
game is CHD Street Therapy, and it represents how everything in life is played out.
The objective of this game is for us to get the “Therapy” and experience the clarity in spiritual
health, healing and prosperity. What this proposition suggests is that our life, business, health
and happiness will gain added value to the tune of unlimited wealth, perfect health and the recreation of our spiritual self.
To get started requires three initial Power of Play moves:
1. Get the CHD “T” and play along with me (The CHD “T” encompasses the entire game
plan of life and serves as a source for fun that leads to a force of one with God).
2. Find your passion, which is the source of your power, and put that power into PLAY
(your passion is what you enjoy doing most of the time, if not all of the time).
3. Get the “Therapy” and experience the clarity (Therapy is an everyday measure of unadult-erated pleasure, and this pleasure makes Therapy your joystick).
Finally, invest in the best (the power of God), play at your best, and then share this quest with
all of the rest – everyone you meet out here on the Streets. The game plan involves a revolving
totally risk free investment called Team Players’ Monthly Investment Fee (TIF) of $220.00.
Our TIF revolves around the power of God, creating a Team Players’ Account Payout (TAP).
Our TAP is $160.00 that comes from each new team players’ TIF every month to offset our
initial TIF, and the monthly TIFs that follow. The remaining $60.00 goes into the CHD T–Shirts
and Administrative Fee (TAF) account. Due to the Fun-ology of Playology and the incredible
returns on a risk free venture, new team players worldwide will want to follow our lead.
To see how the TIF, TAP, and TAF accounts all fall into play to create an “equal distribution” of
wealth, review the Target Game Plan Objectives on pages 8-9. Also, please review the “PLAY –
A Perfect Correlation to Earn Pay” chart on the following page. This chart leads to our success
in becoming well on our way to happiness at its best, when we play this game in God’s name.
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Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
Game Plan at a Glance
PLAY – A Perfect Correlation to Earn Pay
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Earn Pay the More You PLAY
The most proficient approach to take in mastering the "PLAY and Earn Pay" game plan is to
make it a collaborative endeavor, and to play it in high enough numbers in order to make it a
game changer for all team players to prosper. This game represents “fun sharing” and serves
as an incredible vein to stake our claim as lifetime team players with the Worldwide
Institution Centered on Playology – Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU).
There is power in numbers and since statistical power represents a population with
controlling influence that equals or exceeds 80% over and above one, two or a few individuals
in positions of authority, except for the power of God, we are always going to be motivated to
attract others who aspire to live and acquire a PLAY.
As a Certified CHD Playologist, you will become a part of a Worldwide Institution of economic
freedom and social justice while earning sustainable income that evolves into a self-sufficient
system that is specialized, organized and synchronized – CHDU. Again, take a stand and
support this plan. Become a part of the CHDU Institution by joining the PLAY Revolution.
Let’s make our world resourceful and ample, by playing this game and setting the example.
This game stands as a winning plan when played as passionately and vigorously as we can.
The income and fun that each and every one of us generates will be determined by how well
we each participate. Sign on to get your game on by using the contact information below.
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